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PROGRAM

Suite for Solo Bassoon  Andrew Stiefel (b. 1987)

Elegy  Seth Stewart (b. 1983)

品味楚辞 (pinwei chu ci)  王驰 (Iris Wang) (b. 1985)

127 Movements  James Bean (b. 1989)

Andrew Carlson, percussion


I. A Dreary Mid-Morning
II. A Café on Rue Pergolèse
III. A Downpour and a Dance

Evan C. Paul, piano

Étude: Singing-Ringing Tree  Brandon Rumsey (b. 1987)
Doppelgänger  Simon Hutchinson (b. 1980)

Symbiosis  Christopher S. Prosser (b. 1978)

I.  In Search of Honey
II. The Cleaning Station
III. Oceanic White Tip and Pilot Fish

Laura Marsh, flute

***